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ABSTRACT

Accurate extraction of cardiac fiber orientation from diffusion tensor imaging is important for determining heart
structure and function. However, the acquisition of magnetic resonance (MR) diffusion tensor images is costly and time
consuming. By comparison, cardiac ultrasound imaging is rapid and relatively inexpensive, but it lacks the capability to
directly measure fiber orientations. In order to create a detailed heart model from ultrasound data, a three-dimensional
(3D) diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) with known fiber orientations can be registered to an ultrasound volume through a
geometric mask. After registration, the cardiac orientations from the template DTI can be mapped to the heart using a
deformable transformation field. This process depends heavily on accurate fiber orientation extraction from the DTI. In
this study, we use the FMRIB Software Library (FSL) to determine cardiac fiber orientations in diffusion weighted
images. For the registration between ultrasound and MRI volumes, we achieved an average Dice similarity coefficient
(DSC) of 81.6±2.1%. For the estimation of fiber orientations from the proposed method, we achieved an acute angle
error (AAE) of 22.7±3.1° as compared to the direct measurements from DTI. This work provides a new approach to
generate cardiac fiber orientation that may be used for many cardiac applications.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cardiac fiber orientation has been shown to have serious implications on electrophysiological and mechanical operations
of hearts [1-4]. Knowledge of these orientations can supply a cardiologist with additional physiological data about
current or potential cardiac diseases in a patient. In order to estimate the orientation of the cardiac fibers, magnetic
resonance diffusion tensor imaging (MR-DTI) has been used for in vivo measurements [5, 6]. DTI measures the diffusion
of water in a tissue under the effects of various magnetic gradients. The rate of water diffusion is highly dependent on the
orientation of the fibers, with the prolate regions having the highest rate of diffusion and isotropic regions the lowest [79]. Due to the high cost in time and equipment required for MR imaging as well as restrictions in the population that can
undergo an MRI scan, DTI is not always an option for patients. In contrast, the current ultrasound imaging technology is
cost effective and easily tolerated by the population but does not currently have the capability of measuring fiber
orientation. Unlike X-ray imaging or single-photon emission computed tomography, ultrasound imaging is non-ionizing,
a favorable property for pediatric imaging where patients can be expected to live for many years and are thus more
susceptible to stochastic effects from radiation.
Previously, our group has shown that fiber orientations from a DTI template could be mapped onto a cardiac ultrasound
volume by deforming an MRI volume [10-13]. This involves creating binary masks for the ultrasound and MR volumes,
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a time-intenssive process. In
n this study, wee propose to usse the automatic segmentatioon in FMRIB Software
S
Librarry (FSL)
in order reduuce the time neecessary for annalysis, using FMRIB’s
F
Autoomated Segmenntation Tool (F
FAST) to creatte masks
in contrast too manual segmeentation perforrmed in Analyzze or other dataa processing sooftware. FAST
T uses a hiddenn Markov
random fieldd (HMRF), dev
veloped by Zhhang et al. to enhance the automatic
a
segm
mentation of noisy MR imagges [14].
Through the use of multip
ple iterations, FAST updatess segmentationn by placing constraints
c
on a pixel by pixxel basis
depending onn the value of neighboring pixels.
p
Due to this
t automatic constraint sysstem, local struucture can be extracted
e
from relativeely noisy imag
ges without manual
m
interacttion. In additioon, FMRIB’s Diffusion Tooolbax (FDT) was
w used
extract tensors from diffusion weighted images
i
throughh probability density
d
functioon modeling [115, 16]; and ultrasound
images were denoised using
g the SUSAN (Smallest
(
Univvalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus)
N
tool box
b in FSL.

,
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Fig. 1. Cardiaac fibers reconsttructed from maagnetic resonancce diffusion tenssor imaging (M
MR-DTI). Red inndicates a 90◦ orrientation,
◦
while blue dessignates a -90 orrientation.

2. METHOD
DS
The basic woorkflow for thee procedure is described
d
in Fiig. 2. The tempplate geometryy for the heart was
w determined from a
T1 MRI andd deformed onto
o
an ultrasoound mask frrom the targett heart via afffine and non--rigid transforrmations.
Eigenvectorss extracted fro
om the templaate heart via diffusion
d
tensoor images werre then mappeed onto the reegistered
US/MRI voluumes. These fib
ber orientationns were comparred to the fiberr orientation accquired from a DTI of the targget heart.
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Fig. 2. Workfflow for determ
mining cardiac fiiber orientation through the defformable registrration of MR im
mages and an ultrasound
u
volume. FDT: FMRIB’s Diffu
usion Toolbox. FAST:
F
FMRIB’s Automatic Segm
mentation Tool.
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2.1 Data acq
quisition
Healthy rat hearts
h
were ex
xcised followinng IACUC appproved methodds as describeed previously [11,
[
17]. Brieffly, each
heart was peerfused with co
old 1xPBS sollution to removve blood from
m the chamberss. Each heart was
w then fixedd using a
solution of 4%
4 phosphate buffered paraformaldehyde (PFA). Afterr 14 hours, thee hearts were rinsed with 1xxPBS to
remove PFA residue and em
mbedded into 2%
2 agar to creaate a cylindricaal phantom.
Ultrasound im
mages were accquired using a Vevo 2100 ulltrasound system (FUJIFILM
M VisualSonics,, Inc., Toronto,, Canada)
with a 30 MHz transducer and the B-moode method. A slice thicknesss of 0.2 mm was
w used with the short-axiss view to
image the heart from apex to
t base, encom
mpassing the enntire heart voluume. A 7 T Bioospec MRI systtem (Bruker Corp, MA,
USA) with an
a RF coil of 25 mm diameeter was used to acquire MR
R images. Thee pixel size waas 0.234 mm2 with 30
directions usiing a diffusion
n weighted spinn echo imagingg sequence. Annatomical inforrmation was prrovided by a T11 MRI at
a resolution of
o 0.078 x 0.07
78 x 0.156 mm3. The total scaan time of the DTI
D for each heart
h
was 36 hoours.

2.2 Mask creeation
Ultrasound volumes
v
were first
f
loaded intto FSL’s SUSA
AN (Smallest Univalue Segm
ment Assimilatting Nucleus) tool box
developed froom the algorith
hm created by Smith and Braady [18]. SUSAN uses a local mask to enhhance detected features
in an image by comparing
g intensity acrooss the mask to
t that of the mask
m
nucleus. The regions inside
i
the massk which
contain intennsities similar to
t that of the nucleus
n
providee feature information and alllowing specklee reduction witthout the
loss of structtures. Results from SUSAN for one rat heeart are shownn in Fig. 3, whhich used a loccal mask of 100x10x10
pixels as the region of interrest for smoothhing. The T1 MR
M image and despeckled ulttrasound imagee were then loaaded into
the FMRIB’ss Automatic Segmentation Tool
T
(FAST) too produce binaary masks (Figg. 4 A2). The use of hidden Markov
random fieldds allows FAST to identify structures baseed on neighbooring pixel infoormation in orrder to preservve image
information even
e
in noisy environments [14]. For the T1
T images, thee Markov randoom field (MRF
F) value was set
s to 0.1
with a bias field
f
smoothin
ng of 20 pixels for 4 iteratioons. Ultrasounnd images usedd an MRF of 0.25 with a bias
b
field
smoothing off 30 pixels for a single iteratiion. Three classes were used for the segmenntation of bothh sets of volumes. After
generating thhe output imag
ges, each was compared vissually and the best for each individual volume was seleected for
further use.

Fig. 3. Example of a rat heart ultrasound
u
imagge with visible leeft ventricle (redd arrow) and righht ventricle (whitte arrow) beforee and after
S
Left: Original ultrasoound image. Rigght: Noise reduuction using thee nearest 10 pixxels with an apppropriate
denoising in SUSAN.
brightness threeshold.
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2.3 Fiber orientation estimation
The DTI volumes were first registered to the corresponding T1 volume. The registered DTI volume was then loaded into
the FMRIB’s Diffusion Tool’s DTIFIT package. The T1 binary mask created in FAST was used to identify the region of
interest. In addition, the magnetic gradient directions and b values used to acquire the DTI were inserted into DTIFIT in
order to extract the eigenvectors. FDT fits the measured diffusion within a voxel to a tensor model, enabling the
calculation of a probability density function for the primary direction of diffusion even in the presence of noise or
segmented signals. The primary direction is the first eigenvector and is thus assumed to be the orientation of the fiber.
After acquiring the fiber orientations, the MR and ultrasound masks were loaded into Analyze (AnalyzeDirect Inc.,
Overland Park, USA) to perform a manual affine registration between the ultrasound and MR volumes. The rigidly
registered template heart (T1 MR) mask was then registered using the log-Demons deformable registration [19] to the
ultrasound mask of the target heart. The fiber orientations in each voxel of the template heart are then deformed onto the
ultrasound image by using the preservation of principal direction (PPD) approach [20]. A DTI of the target heart enables
a validation of the estimated cardiac fiber orientations after deformation.

2.4 Evaluation
Performance of the proposed method was evaluated by applying the Dice similarity coefficient [10, 11] to determine the
similarity between ultrasound and MR image volumes, where R is the target volume and T is the deformed template
volume. A DSC value of 100% indicates perfect overlap of the volumes.

DSC ( R , T ) =

2Volum ( R I T )
Volum ( R ) + Volum (T )

(1)

The accuracy of the fiber orientation estimation was evaluated using the acute angle error measured by inverting the 3D
dot product between the ground truth (v1) and the estimated fiber orientation (v2) for each voxel in order to determine the
separation in the orientation angle [20, 21]. An AAE of 0° signifies complete overlap of fibers between the estimated
orientations and the ground truth.

=

| ∙ |
‖ ‖‖ ‖

(2)

3. RESULTS
This method was evaluated on cardiac ultrasound and MR volumes from 5 different rats. Two rat hearts were chosen to
use as templates. The results were quantified by a DSC and AAE (Table I). The average DSC and AAE were 81.6±2.1%
and 22.7±3.1 degrees, respectively.
Typical results from the described procedure are displayed in Fig. 4. Binary segmentation results are shown in Fig. 4 A2
for T1 volumes and in Fig. 4 B2 for despeckled ultrasound volumes. After segmentation, these volumes were registered
with the log-Demons approach, with the results shown in Fig. 5. The registration map produced by log-Demons was then
applied to the fiber orientations from the DTI to estimate the fiber orientations of the heart imaged with ultrasound.
These fiber orientations are exhibited in Fig. 4 C1-C2 with a comparison of deformed the fiber orientations to the actual
orientations shown in Fig. 4 C3.
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Table I: Quantitative ressults for fiber oriientation extractiion.
Template

Target

DSC

AAE (degrree)

Rat 1
Rat 1
Rat 1
Rat 1
Rat 2
Rat 2
Rat 2
Rat 2

Rat 2
Rat 3
Rat 4
Rat 5
Rat 1
Rat 3
Rat 4
Rat 5

884.6%
7
79.3%
8
80.6%
8
82.8%
8
82.7%
7
79.0%
8
80.2%
8
83.3%

24.2
17.1
26.7
19.8
24.5
22.3
25.0
21.8

Fig. 4. Resullts from the automatic segmeentation and suubsequent fiberr orientation caalculations. (A11-A2) MR-DTI and the
correspondingg mask. (B1-B2) Ultrasound imaage and the corrresponding maskk. (C1) Estimateed fiber orientattions from 3D ultrasound
u
using the proposed method. (C
C2) Actual fiber orientations from
m DTI. (C3) Errror between actual and estimatedd fiber orientations.

D results from thee non-rigid defoormation of rat heearts. Green: Ulttrasound image. Red: T1
Fig. 5. Left annd right ventriclee cut-away of 3D
MR image. Left:
L
Overlay off the ultrasound and
a original MR
R volumes. Rightt: Overlay of thee ultrasound and deformed MR volumes.
v
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4. CONCLUSIO
ONS
We proposed and developed an approach for estimating cardiac fiber orientation from 3D ultrasound volumes by using
an MR-DTI template. We have shown that FSL can successfully be applied to cardiac diffusion weighted MR images
and ultrasound images for segmentation and cardiac fiber orientation determination using FAST and DTIFIT. Ultrasound
images can be despeckled using SUSAN in FSL. The fiber orientation estimation method can provide a tool for many
cardiac applications.
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